
 

Team Temperature Survey 
 

A team temperature survey is a fast and frequent survey system, that does away with complex 
questions and is intentionally designed to be done weekly, or every few weeks. They give a 
quick insight into the health of a team.  

Benefits include: 

● Near real-time measurement of employee engagement and satisfaction 

Receiving feedback so often and so quickly means that you are getting an insight into 
morale and employee satisfaction at the moment, not reviewing a survey which has 
collected data for weeks a month or so after the polls closed. 

● Improved employee engagement 

Asking your team for regular feedback encourages positive employee engagement. 
Studies have repeatedly shown the benefits of high levels of employee engagement, 
including: 

○ Engaged employees are more productive and take less time off 

○ Engaged employees make customers happier 

○ Employee engagement leads to an increased productivity 

○ Engaged employees perform at a higher level and bring passion and interest to 
their job, which often leads to innovation in the workplace 

○ Employees who are engaged significantly lower the risk of turnover for the 
company 

○ Companies with more engaged employees tend to have higher profitability rates 
 

● Analysis of improvements over time 

Statistical analysis of trends looking at how responses were affected after major or minor 
internal events, or during times of change is a powerful insight into employee motivation 
and morale. 

● Frequent reminder that management values employee feedback 

By asking for employee feedback frequently, you are illustrating through your 
organisation’s actions that you care about employee feedback, with a focus on improving 
employee relations between management and team members. 

 



 

How it works 
 

Each week team members are invited to 
complete a two question survey asking for a 
score (on a scale of 1 to 10) and a describing 
word 

Responses are collected anonymously and the 
results are automatically collated in real time to 
provide a barometer infographic and a word 
cloud of the responses.  

The data is automatically archived each week 
and added to the historical data. 

 

 



 

Instructions for Administrators 
 

1. Go to https://teamtempapp.herokuapp.com/ to create your survey 

2. From the admin screen you can customise 
the archiving frequency and get the survey 
link. 

3. Create a recurring weekly task or meeting 
invite with a reminder notification asking 
team members to complete the survey 
each week.  

TIP: Until the habit is firmly entrenched, it 
helps to give people a verbal reminder.  

4. At the beginning of each week go to the 
survey and select the (big visual chart) 
BVC button, which will give you the real 
time report you can take a screenshot of to 
print and/or share with the team.  

5. Selecting the Admin button will also give 
you access to the raw data that can be 
extracted for further analysis if required. 

 

 

 
For additional support please contact us at hello@decida.co 

 

 

https://teamtempapp.herokuapp.com/
https://www.loom.com/share/f85cc31b61ad49e581f0c76bc315a7ed

